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• The shape of the cleaning head is safe.
• It can be dismantled into 5 pieces, so it is extremely easy to clean with water in the sink.
• It can be sterilized by boiling, or by rinsing it in sterilizing liquid  

(all pieces of the device are made of heat-resistant materials).
• With proper use you can avoid that the nasal discharge enters into the  

tube of the nasal vacuum device or into the flexible tube of the vacuum cleaner.
• Proper use: hold the suction head in your hand with the silicon tube up  

(see the attached picture).
• The choice of plastic or glass is available.

Nasal vacuum device

Parts of nosko® Plastic
Suction head
• Small tank for the nasal discharge (internal, cylinder-shaped tank, which can be removed from the suction head;  

external tank connected to the suction head, and the silicon tube is attached to its side)
• (Flexible) silicon tube  • Bell-shaped connector for the vacuum cleaner

Use of the device
1. Preparations: Connect the vacuum cleaner to the electric supply system (insert the plug into the connector), then place the vacuum cleaner allowing 
you to access and switch it on with your hands or legs.
2. Assemble the device as shown in the attached picture, insert the bell-shaped connector into the tube of the vacuum cleaner, so all you have to do 
is to switch on the vacuum cleaner.
3. Spray nosko® Nose Cleaning Liquid into both nostrils of the baby – physiological salt solution (with 0.9% salt content, which is an isotonic 
solution, it has the same composition as tears. It does not hurt or irritate, it just makes the discharge less thick) –, then after 3 minutes the mucous 
membrane of the nose becomes wet, and you can start removing the diluted nose discharge. We use the spray in order to solve any discharge dried 
on the wall of the nose, allowing us to remove the discharge without hurting the mucous membrane.
4. Select a position adequate to the age of the child.

Removing the nasal discharge in case of newborns and babies
4. a.) Support the body, the back of the baby with your left lower arm, and elevate the baby into a semi-sitting position while holding the baby’s head 
up. Please note that if the baby lies on his/her back, or resists by stretching his/her head backwards, it makes the removal of the nasal discharge 
more difficult. In such a position due to gravitation the discharge will flow backwards, towards the pharynx. When keeping the right position, the 
discharge will move towards the base of the nose, which makes the removal easier. In case of newborns and babies the volume and the viscosity of 
the discharge does not require perfect vacuum, therefore the other nostril should not be closed. Closing the other nostril does not work, as the baby 
would immediately open its mouth if one of the nostrils is closed by the suction head, and the other by pressing the nostril and the nosehedge.

Removing the nasal discharge in case of small children
4. b.) Let the child sit in your lap with his/her back towards you. You can hold the child’s legs with yours. If you have somebody to give you a hand, the 
assistant can hold the protesting child’s hand. We ask the child to tilt his/hear head forward, so gravitation assists you in removing the nasal discharge. At 
this age, if the mental skill level of the child allows the co-operation, we can close the other nostril with our finger in order to create perfect vacuum and 
to remove the discharge faster. Creating a perfect vacuum makes the removal faster and more efficient, but this is not necessary. We can do it when the 
child is ready to co-operate, and we can ask him/her not to open his/her mouth during the removal. The removal method: by closing the other nostril you 
create vacuum within the nose, thus the nasal discharge can be moved from the middle section of the nasal passage into the common section, then the 
discharge is removed from the common section of the nose. This is essential in case of a thick nasal discharge. Liquid discharges flow from the middle 
section of the nasal passage into the common section, from which it can be removed easily by using nosko®, no need to create a perfect vacuum. 
Before the removal it is essential to use the nose drops for all age groups!
5. Switch on the vacuum cleaner. Due to its structure the suction power of nosko® is 0,2 bar constantly, and is absolutely safe even for the newborns.
6. Place the suction head to the nose adequately.

How to place the suction head into the nose and its proper usage
Hold the suction head in your right hand, with its silicone tube up (see the picture on the box of the device). It is important as we can prevent that the 
nasal discharge enters the tube, therefore the device remains hygienic; only the suction head and the collection tank need to be washed, the silicone 
tube does not. Place the suction head to the external nasal passage, fit it into the hole as far as the tapered end allows it. You do not need to insert 
it deep into the nose or force it as it does not increase its efficiency. The suction head should be kept down and laterally allowing us to remove the 
nasal discharge fully. Do not continue the removal for more than 5 seconds in one go. If this is not enough, you can repeat the 5 second suction  
a few times, with 3-5 second breaks in between; you should finish when no more nasal discharge  
is collected in the tank.
7. Remove the device from the nose.
8. Switch off the vacuum cleaner.
9. Use a soft handkerchief to soak up drops or nasal discharge from around the nose if necessary.
10. Dismantle the suction head from the vacuum cleaner.
11. Dismantle the sucking head, then flush it in the sink with water. You can sterilize it by boiling  
or using any other method (e.g. by leaching in a sterilizing solution). Before cleaning, remove  
the suction head from the tank; the suction head can be dismantled as well in order to improve  
the efficiency of the cleaning. nosko® can be dismantled into 5 separate pieces, this is a great  
advantage when cleaning it, and it increases the sterility level of the device as well. 
12. Once the parts have dried off, keep them at a clean place, so next time when  
needed they are ready for use.

• The device made of plastic is also available in a set including  
two suction heads and a cleaning brush.

• It does not contain any materials that are harmful to health.
• High quality at a favourable price.
• Recommended by pediatricians and otorhinolaryngological specialists.
Do not use a damaged or broken product. A cracked, broken appliance can cause injury.
• Can be used with commercially available domestic vacuum cleaners in a proper working 

condition. Recommended maximum performance: 2200 W
• Recommended by paediatricians and ear-nose-throat specialists
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